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1. Introduction 
We are proposing approaches and equipments for preliminarily announcing and indicating 
to people the upcoming operation of mobile robot moving on a two-dimensional plane. We 
have developed four kinds of prototype robot in which our approaches are realized. This 
chapter focuses on the projection robot PMR-5 and the revised version PMR-5R, in which 
projection equipment projects a two-dimensional frame on a running surface and the frame 
contains the information about the robot’s upcoming operation. 
2. Background and Objectives 
2.1 Preliminary-announcement and indication of upcoming operation 
Human beings interact signaling their own and predicting others’ actions and intentions 
nonverbally through body language, hand gestures, facial expressions, and whole body 
operations. Most people moving through a crowd, for example, find little trouble plotting a 
passage through a forest of bodies without bumping into or otherwise upsetting or 
needlessly distracting others. Human beings hone social and physical skills that make their 
movement practically second nature based on a sense of affinity, familiarity, common 
appearance – sharing what they like to call “common sense”. 
Robots call up exactly the opposite reaction – disaffinity, unfamiliarity, uncommon 
appearance – no sharing of the common sense that would make robot movement predictable 
to people – or human movement predictable to robots. If I see that you are bent forward 
walking fast and your eyes on a distant goal, I can predict that getting out of your way is 
appropriate and I can guess how fast I’ll have to move to let you through. If, however, you 
are a robot, I probably have no idea how to deal with your movement – how fast you might 
walk and what direction you may take. This lack of shared knowledge and common sense 
between human and artificial organisms is what has made their interaction such a problem – 
the simplest aspect of which is to avoid the risk of contact and collision. 
We are studying functions to notify people of an artificial organism's approach upcoming 
and intentions before it moves in order to avoid the risk of unintended contact or collision 
between people and artificial organism, focusing on mobile robots or transport vehicles 
moving on a two-dimensional plane (Fig. 1). Such robots should announce their direction 
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and speed of movement. Such announcement should be simple and immediately 
understandable enough to be acceptable to people. It must also be easy for people to 
understand based on their common sense.  
We have proposed four approaches categorized in two types to preliminarily announce and 
indicate the speed and direction of upcoming movement of mobile robot as shown in Table 
1 (Matsumaru & Hagiwara, 2001a; Matsumaru, 2004). The first type announces the state of 
operation just after the present: lamp method and blowout (telescopic arrow) method, and 
the second type indicates the operations from the present to some future time continuously: 
light ray method and projection method.  
The effect of preliminary-announcing and indicating the upcoming robot operation, the 
difference according to methods, and the appropriate timing to announce have been 
examined by using a software simulation before the hardware equipments that made the 
approaches embodiment were designed and manufactured (Matsumaru & Hagiwara, 2001b; 
Matsumaru et al., 2003c, 2003d; Matsumaru et al., 2004). 
 
Figure 1. Contact and collision avoidance 
(1) Announcing state just after the present (2) Indicating operations continously 
(a) Lamp (b) Blowout (c) Light ray (d) Projection 
 
 
 
 
 
   
Several lamps are 
set on the top. 
Direction of 
movement is by 
turning the lamp on. 
Speed of movement 
is by blinking speed 
or color of lamp. 
Blowout put on a 
turntable is set on 
the top. Speed of 
movement is by 
length of blowout. 
Direction of 
movement is by tip 
direction of 
blowout. 
Light ray draws 
scheduled route on 
running surface 
from present to 
some future time 
using pan-tilt 
mechanism. 
Situation on the 
way can be 
indicated. 
Not only  scheduled 
route but also state 
of operation, such 
as stop or going 
backward, can be 
displayed in the 
projected frame. 
Table 1. Proposed approaches 
Main content to announce and display in the second type of proposed approaches is the 
scheduled route on running surface from the present to some future time. 
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Light ray method is intended to draw only the scheduled route (Table 1 (c)). The scheduled 
route expressed with the afterimage of radiant irradiated on running surface was 
monochrome (red or green) on the developed robot PMR-1, which embodied the light ray 
method, since the a single colour laser pointer was used as a light source (Matsumaru et al., 
2006a, 2006b). Outward appearance and main specifications of PMR-1 are shown in Fig. 2 
and Table 2. Period to display the scheduled route is predefined, such as until 3-second-
later. Drawn route expresses the direction of movement directly. Strong point of light ray 
method is the “situation on the way” can be indicated, such as whether going the shortest 
route directly or going via somewhere to bypass something when moving to some place. 
However information about time is insufficient in the route drawn in a single colour. The 
speed of movement can be expressed with the length of drawn route, since we decide 
beforehand until how many seconds after the present the scheduled route is displayed. 
However it is only the average speed in that period. If we decide the route is drawn until 3-
second-later, it is recognized whether fast or slow as the average speed during three seconds 
by the length of drawn route, then a change of speed in the period is not expressed. For 
example, although it will be slow from the present to 1-second-later, it will become fast from 
1-second-later to 2-seconds-later and it will come back to be slow after 2-seconds-later again. 
Moreover the problem is it is difficult for people to understand the rule at a glance since 
only the afterimages of radiant is the source of information. Even if people understand the 
afterimage of radiant expresses the scheduled route, careful observation for a while and 
matching between expressions and operations are required to understand both the route of 
movement during some predefined period and the relation between the length of drawn 
route and the exact amount of robot’s speed. 
 
Figure 2. Outward appearance of PMR-1R 
Trailing 
wheel 
Driving 
wheel 
Laser 
pointer 
Mirror
Pan motor
Tilt motor
PC
Scheduled 
route 
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Projection method is developed from the light ray method (Table 1(d)). A projection 
equipment projects a two-dimensional frame on a running surface to indicate both the 
scheduled route and the states of operation such as stop and going backward. Internal 
condition of the robot such as remaining battery charge and warning on worn parts or 
overheating apparatus can also be displayed in the frame. If the projected frame is 
sufficiently large, the projector can be fixed to the robot and any moving portion for 
preliminary-announcement and indication function becomes unnecessary.  
Toyota Motor Corp. announced “road surface depiction (laser tactile sense)” in the autumn 
of 2004 similar in irradiation or projection on a running surface (Toyota, 2004). However this 
mainly targets collision avoidance among vehicles, not intending upcoming movement of 
the vehicle for pedestrians. 
Item Specification 
Mobile mechanism two-wheel drive 
Max. mobility 36 mm/s, 41.4 deg/s 
Size D460-W480-H910 mm 
Weight 30.0 kg 
Table 2. Main specifications of PMR-1R 
2.2 Conventional Projection Interface 
Human interface (HI) means the coupling part between people and a machine or a 
computer, and it indicates the scheme or structure to make artificial organisms user-friendly 
in a narrow meaning. Display equipment is commonly used as a human interface to show 
visual information through a screen, including CRT (cathode-ray tube), LCD (liquid crystal 
display), and projector (projection equipment). As a multifunctional interface containing 
some display unit for visual information, Digital Desk (Wellner, 1991) changed the previous 
indirect relationship between a user and a computer where a screen and a mouse device are 
used. On Digital Desk, three functions, visual display function (desktop is projected on a 
very common desk), control function (user's own fingertip is used to direct operations 
instead of mouse and icon), and registration function (documents and objects like doll are 
taken in, for example, using a camera and information is processed on desktop 
electronically) were considered. Researches on these three functions include Enhanced Desk 
(Koike et al., 2001), Sensetable (Patten et al., 2001), Illuminating Clay (Piper et al, 2002), 
SmartSkin (Rekimoto, 2002), Lumisight Table (Kakehi et al., 2005), Attentive Workbench 
(Nikaido et al., 2005), and so on. There are also some researches of projection on a wall 
instead of a desktop (Matsushita, 1997 and Nakanishi, et al. 2002). Those are mainly 
concerning human-machine interaction on visual information. Consequently reaction 
function (reaction force against operation is presented to the user) is studied as fourth 
function of Digital Desk. Researches include, for example, PSyBench (Physically 
Synchronized Bench) (Brave et al., 1998), Visual Haptic Workbench (Brederson et al., 2000), 
Actuated Workbench (Pangaro et al., 2002), and Proactive Desk (Noma et al., 2004). 
However those interactions are bounded between people and virtual environment even via 
physical force sense. 
As an interface for tasks to actual objects, projector is commonly used to present information 
from remote supporter to on-site worker in order to support and prescribe from remote site 
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(Hiura et al., 2003; Machino et al., 2005). RFIG (Radio Frequency Identification and 
Geometry) lamps are interesting as an interaction of information in real workspace (Raskar 
et al., 2003). Using an active RFID tag with photo electronic sensor and a handheld projector 
with camera, both the ID and position of a tag within a limited area are recognized by 
projecting grey code pattern light from the projector, then the related information is 
projected on the object. 
Some research uses projector as an interface between people and robot, for example, in 
order to teach operations to a robot (Terashima & Sakane, 1999; Sato & Sakane, 2000; 
Yamashita & Sakane, 2001). Those are mainly for off-line teaching, and the operation and 
direction to working robot are seldom taken into consideration. About the actually working 
robot, the information sharing function on manipulator (Wakita et al., 2001) is examined, as 
a method of showing people around the operational information of the robot. However this 
is only for ground-fixed manipulator. 
3. Projection Robot, PMR-5 and PMR-5R 
Projection robots PMR-5 (Matsumaru, 2006; Matsumaru, et al., 2007) and PMR-5R were 
developed to make the projection method embodiment. PMR-5 and PMR-5R have common 
system configuration which consists of mobile mechanism and announcement apparatus as 
shown in Fig. 3. Diameter of wheels in PMR-5 is 50 mm while that in PMR-5R is 100 mm. 
Liquid-crystal projector is used for the announcement apparatus. PC for control is equipped 
on the robot and only power source (AC 100 V) is supplied from outside. 
The liquid-crystal projector is set up upward at the front of robot, and the frame reflected on 
the mirror just above the projector is projected on running surface. This structure makes 
total height of robot, about 1.0 m, lower while the shortest projection distance, 1.2 m, is 
secured. Size of the projected frame on running surface is 36-inch type (550 mm length by 
740 mm width) with the mirror (140 mm length by 190 mm width) settled at 1.0 m heights. 
Outward appearance and main specifications of PMR-5 are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 3, 
while those of PMR-5R are in Fig. 5 and Table 4. 
 
DLP projector
 
PC
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DA 
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announcement unit
×2
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joystick 
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Figure 3. System configuration 
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Figure 4. Outward appearance of PMR-5 
 
Figure 5. Outward appearance of PMR-5R 
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Item Specification 
Mobile mechanism two-wheel drive 
Max mobility 18 mm/s, 20.7 deg/s 
Size D500-W440-H1000 mm 
Weight 25.0 kg 
Table 3. Main specifications of PMR-5 
 
Item Specification 
Mobile mechanism two-wheel drive 
Max mobility 36 cm/s, 41.4 deg/s 
Size D500-W440-H1000 mm 
Weight 25.0 kg 
Table 4. Main specifications of PMR-5R 
4. Contents to Project in PMR-5 
Main content of the projected frame is the “scheduled route”, as in the light ray robot PMR-
1. Scheduled route until 3-second-later can be displayed in the frame by the mounted 
projector and the settled mirror, considering the size of the projected frame and the mobility 
performance of the robot.  Projected route is shown as chain of three arrows in different 
colours showing the time information of the route – red arrow from the present to 1-second-
later, yellow arrow from 1-second-later to 2-second-later, and green arrow from 2-second-
later to 3-second-later – considering that approaching robot increases risk gradually. The 
width of drawn arrows is also adjusted with the length depending on the speed of 
movement thinking that robot movement at high speed raises danger. Consequently the 
arrow can be curved freely and not only the length but also the width is adjusted according 
to the speed of movement of the robot (Fig. 5(b)). “State of operation” can also be seen in the 
frame (Fig. 5(c)). For on-the-spot rotation, corresponding sign is displayed at right or left in 
the frame depending on the direction of movement. Characters for stop or going backward 
are also displayed in the frame. Dark background is prepared for bright running surface to 
keep visibility in addition to normal white background (Fig. 6). 
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 Straight-fast  Straight-slow 
(a) Speed of movement: length/width of chained arrows 
   
 Turn On-the-spot rotation 
(b) Direction: curved condition of arrows or sigh 
   
 Going backward   Stop 
(c) State of operation: characters 
Figure 5. Exact descriptions on PMR-5 
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  (a) Going forward   (b) Stop 
Figure 6. Projected frame with dark background 
State of operation to display is roughly divided into four – going forward, on-the-spot 
rotation, going backward, and stop. 
(1) Distinction of state of operation: 
First, the state of operation to display is distinguished from the speed instruction, rotation 
factor xJ  and translation factor xJ , which is taken in from some input device every 50 ms 
and accumulated in the instruction buffer during the latest three seconds. 
• There is an instruction in which translation factor is negative. → Going forward 
(because the used joystick is a flight simulator type) 
• There is an instruction in which translation factor is zero but rotation factor is not zero. 
→ On-the-spot rotation 
• There is an instruction in which translation factor value is positive. → Going backward 
• There is an instruction in which both translation factor and rotation factor are zero at 
the same time. → Stop 
State of operation displayed in the frame is independent each other even if two or more 
states are distinguished simultaneously. Accordingly multiple states may be displayed in 
the frame at the same time, for example, when it does stop after going forward. 
(2) Contents and method to display: 
Secondly, contents to display are refreshed in every 50 ms – same as command input cycle. 
Only one projector is equipped on the developed robot so that it can project only one frame 
of a fixed size to predefined position in front of the robot. 
a) Going forward: Going forward is expressed with the chain of three arrows in which the 
scheduled route is expressed as the long axis of arrows in different colors showing the time 
information of the route, although in the light ray robot PMR-1 the scheduled route drawn 
by laser pointer is a simple line in a single color (movement afterimage of red radiant) and 
the length of drawn route only shows the average speed during three seconds. 
Sixty polygons are prepared from sixty speed instructions acquired every 50 ms during the 
latest three seconds. Those are connected perpendicularly and form three arrows after 
transformed so as to look like the correct form. One arrow consists of twenty polygons – one 
triangular polygon aPo  for the tip of arrowhead, seven quadrangle polygon bPo  for the 
arrowhead except tip, and twelve quadrangle polygon cPo  for the rod of the arrow (Fig. 7). 
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Poa
Pob
Poc
            
 
 
 (a) Straight (b) Turn 
Figure 7. Each arrow consists of twenty polygons 
Three arrows are formed connecting sixty polygons from base to tip using instructions from 
the oldest to the latest one (Fig. 8(a)). When a new speed instruction is acquired, the polygon 
A  shaped using the newly acquired instruction is arranged at top of green arrow, while 
sixty polygons are shifted to the base of arrows (toward the robot) (Fig. 8(b)). The position of 
polygon A  (top of green arrow) shows the position where the robot will reach three 
seconds later. When the next speed instruction is acquired, the polygon A  is shifted once to 
the base of arrows (toward the robot) and the polygon B  which is shaped using the new 
instruction is arranged at the top of green arrow (Fig. 8(c)). Thus the polygon A  is shifted to 
the base of arrows (toward the robot) one by one as time goes on. It reaches the base of 
arrows three seconds later, then the corresponding speed instruction is performed and the 
robot moves in that manner (Fig. 8(d)). 
 
green
yellow
red
        
 
speed command A
A
 
 (a) Initial condition (b) Command A input 
 
speed command B
B
A
        
 
speed command
B
A
 
  (c) Next command B  (d) Three seconds later 
Figure 8. Flow of polygons made from input command 
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The rate of the length of polygon along the direction of route against the robot's speed of 
movement was determined by trial and error so that the arrows might agree with the actual 
robot movement. Moreover the rate of the width of polygon against the amount of speed 
instruction was also determined by trial and error considering the visual quality of the 
arrows. In any case all polygons are connected perpendicularly after calculating the 
inclination angles and carrying out the coordinate transformation using the speed 
instruction, rotation factor xJ  and translation factor yJ . The form of each polygon is 
adjusted so that the scheduled route may be expressed smoothly even though any speed 
instruction, not only going straight but also arbitrary rotation, is given. 
Specifically the following processing is performed (Fig. 9). First, the speed of movement of 
wheels on both sides nV1 , nV2  mm/s is obtained from each speed instruction value xnJ , 
ynJ  of sixty pieces for three seconds ( n =1~60). The difference of movement distance nS  
mm between right and left wheels during 50 ms and the rotation angle nrot  rad are 
computed, where Lw  mm is the distance between wheels. 
 ( ) 05.021 ×−= nVnVnS   (1) 
 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛−
= Lw
nS
nrot
1tan    (2) 
Next, the rotation angle nsumrot  rad of the n -th polygon and the displacement ( nx , ny ) 
by the speed instruction are calculated in the coordinates on the projected frame, where the 
variable a  is the coefficient determined by trial and error in order to make the actual 
movement and the projected frame in agreement.  
 ∑
=
=
n
n
nrotnsumrot
1
  (3) 
 ( ) ( )nsumrotynJanx sin×−×=   (4) 
 ( ) ( )nsumrotynJany cos×−×=   (5) 
Then the central point ( nX , nY ) of the n -th polygon from the original position ( 0X , 0Y ), 
which is shown on the bottom line in the figure, is computed on the frame. 
 ∑
=
+=+
−
=
n
n
nxXnxnXnX
1
01   (6) 
 ∑
=
+=+
−
=
n
n
nyYnynYnY
1
01    (7) 
The position of both ends of the bottom line of the n -th polygon are calculated just with 
computing the position where it is apart from the central point only by the width nd  of 
arrow which is decided from the position of the polygon in the arrow (whether tip, 
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arrowhead or rod) and the amount of speed instruction. By repeating these procedures the 
scheduled route can be displayed as three arrows correctly. 
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Figure 9. Position of quadrangular polygon in the frame 
b) On-the-spot rotation/Going backward/Stop: In case of on-the-spot rotation, going 
backward, and stop, the treatment is the same in displaying the state of operation. The 
corresponding sign for on-the-spot rotation and the characters of BACK or STOP for going 
backward and stop are displayed in the frame respectively. Those are always displayed in 
grey, while displayed in yellow if the operation is performed within three seconds and the 
color turns in red when the operation is executed at that time. 
5. Contents to Project in PMR-5R 
Mobility performance of PMR-5R is doubled from PMR-5 with replacing the driving wheels 
to those of double diameters leaving the same driving mechanisms. Therefore the projected 
frame with the same size as on PMR-5 can inform the upcoming operation until 1.5-second-
later. In PMR-5R the upcoming occupied width and area during robot's travelling are 
displayed on the frame by drawing a belt with the same width as the robot. People will 
never come into contact nor collision with robot and safety will be secured only if they do 
not just step on the belt. The belt is colour-coded based on the traffic signal – red part from 
the present to 0.5-second-later, yellow part from 0.5-second-later to 1.0-second-later, and 
green part from 1.0-second-later to 1.5-second-later – like arrows in PMR-5 (Fig. 10(a)). The 
belt can be curved freely and the length of belt is adjusted depending on the speed of 
movement (Fig. 10(b)). The belt has semitransparent striped pattern which moves towards 
robot synchronizing with robot movement. Accordingly it looks like the belt is fixed on the 
floor and the robot moves rewinding the belt. That makes easy to understand the meaning 
of the projected belt for people around. Moreover we decide to display the grey arrows 
along the center of belt in order to make easier for people to understand the scheduled 
route. The arrows are also curved freely and their width and length are adjusted depending 
on the speed of movement as in PMR-5. State of operation can also be seen in the frame (Fig. 
10(c)). For on-the-spot rotation, corresponding sign is displayed at right or left in the frame 
depending on the direction of movement. Characters for stop or going backward are also 
displayed in the frame. 
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  Straight-fast  Straight-slow  
(a) Speed of movement: length of belt and length/width of chained arrows 
   
 Turn   On-the-spot rotation  
(b) Direction: curved condition of belt/arrows or sigh 
   
 Going backward   Stop 
(c) State of operation: characters 
Figure 10. Exact description on PMR-5R 
Sixty polygons are prepared from thirty speed instructions acquired every 50 ms during the 
latest 1.5 seconds. That is, every speed instruction is dual partitioned from which two 
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polygons are made to let the drawn belt look smooth (Fig. 11). Processing procedures to 
draw the belt and arrows are the same as in PMR-5. 
 
Poa 
Pob 
Poc 
Width of robot     
 
 
 (a) Straight  (b) Turn 
Figure 11. Each part of belt consists of twenty polygons 
Three kinds of striped pattern on color coding as bright tone and dark tone of polygons are 
prepared. When a new speed instruction is acquired, two polygons A  shaped using the 
speed instruction are arranged at tip end of the belt, while sixty polygons are sifted toward 
the robot (Fig. 12(a)). The corresponding polygons to form the part of arrows are also 
shaped as in PMR-5 at the same time, which are not shown in the figure. When the next 
speed instruction is acquired, the previous polygons are shifted to the robot keeping their 
colour tone. And new two polygons B  shaped using the new instruction with decided 
colour tone are arranged at tip end of the belt (Fig. 12(b)). Two polygons A  reach the 
bottom end of belt 1.5 seconds later, then the corresponding instruction is performed and 
the robot moves in that manner. 
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Figure 12. Flow of striped pattern of polygons 
6. Discussion 
In the questionnaire evaluation (Matsumaru, 2007b), PMR-5 has received the highest 
evaluation score comparing with other three prototype robots, eyeball robot PMR-2 
(Matsumaru et al, 2003a, 2003b; Matsumaru et al, 2005), arrow robot PMR-6 (Matsumaru 
et al, 2001; Matsumaru, 2007a), and light ray robot PMR-1. In the experimental 
examination in simulated interactive situation between people and robot, the passing each 
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other and the positional prediction, we have clarified that the method of indicating 
operations from the present to some future time continuously is effective when a person 
wants to avoid contact or collision surely and correctively owing to the feature that 
complicated information can be accurately transmitted of PMR-5R (Miyata et al., 2007).  
Here the knowledge and consideration obtained through the research project are 
summarised as follows. 
(1) Artificial mechatronic system which moves its body physically 
This research is aimed at artificial mechatronic systems which coexists with people like a 
human-friendly robot. We are willing to derive some benefit from such robot moving its 
body physically. The research is inspired from awareness of the issues that people may 
feel threat and receive sense of incongruity from existing human-friendly robot because it 
is difficult to understand the function and performance and the upcoming operation and 
intention of the robot only from its outward appearance. Accordingly there is a risk of 
contact or collide between people and robot. There should be two approaches to solve the 
problem. First approach is to design the structure and movement of robot so that it is easy 
to understand and predict its function and upcoming operation from its appearance. 
Second approach is to superimpose a new function to preliminary-announce and indicate 
its upcoming operation. This research takes the latter. The function to preliminary-
announce and indicate the upcoming operation of robot aims at providing it to those who 
are willing to react actively due to the information. Consequently the robot assumed here 
is supposed to have some safety function to detect obstacles and people around and avoid 
them autonomously. We do not assume that the robot comes into contact with those who 
have neither awareness nor interest on the robot movement. What to emphasize here is 
that it is insufficient even if a robot does not contact with people. It is also important that 
robots never pose a threat to people and people can live together with robot comfortably 
without anxiety. 
(2) Sensory perception to be used 
Each of four proposed methods complains to people's visual sense. If sound or voice is 
used to transmit information through auditory sense, information can be transmitted to 
everyone around, including those who do not want or desire it. Moreover sound or voice 
disturbs public peace. Accordingly only in the case that has a substantial need and 
requires emergency to transmit information to everyone around for safety reason, a robot 
might utter sound or voice, like heavy vehicles when turning at crossing. Since we 
decided to use visual sense here, we considered the method should be intelligible in 
which people can understand the shown contents immediately even at a glance, instead of 
taking a long looking. For that purpose it is necessary to take into consideration general 
common sense and customs, popular prejudice, basic knowledge stored through ordinary 
experiences, etc. 
(3) Kind of information to transmit 
Direction indicator or winker lamp of passenger cars has a serious problem by expressing 
several meanings only with a single sign of blinking – turn (more various when including 
curvature factor and selection of corner to turn), lane changing, pulling over to the kerb 
(following up with parking), etc. It is difficult to setup the relation between sign and 
meaning. Especially when we want to transmit many kinds of information, namely 
various robot operations, the kind of sign becomes varied. Therefore it is difficult to 
memorize the meaning corresponding to each sign if the difference among signs is too 
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large. On the contrary it is easy to confuse with each other when various signs are very 
similar. 
(4) Announcing state just after the present 
Eyeball robot PMR-2 admits some interpretation between robot operation and sign for 
announcement, while arrow robot PMR-6 has direct connection between them. It is 
comparatively intelligible that the direction of movement is shown as eye positioning in 
the display, because the gaze is one of the keys to guess other's intention among people. 
Arrow is intelligible for everyone even at first sight, since it is commonly used in daily life 
and usually employed to express the direction. However it is difficult to show the speed 
of movement quantitatively by the degree of eye opening or the size of arrow. Especially 
on the speed of movement these two expressions might be used effectively after looking 
at the sign of moving robot and storing their knowledge. Accordingly these expressions 
will be effective in the situation and scene in which the information about the direction of 
movement has priority rather than that about the speed of movement. In the 
questionnaire evaluation, not a few people admired the eyeball expression as social and 
friendly due to personification and also the arrow expression as intelligible owing to 
straightforwardness and lucidness. Therefore those expressions will become candidates to 
examine for usage with greater importance to sociableness or lucidity. 
(5) Indicating operations continuously 
Light ray robot PMR-1 displays the scheduled route in a single colour as line expression, 
while projection robot PMR-5 indicates the occupied area in multiple colours as field 
expression. Line expression is effective in contact avoidance even for small-size robots. 
Field representation is valid for wide-width organisms compared with human body like 
automobiles. When it is difficult to project a large frame, for example, by restriction of 
projection equipment, drawing borderlines on both sides can be considered to indicate 
occupied area in which the organism is going to pass through. These two methods of 
drawing lines and projecting frame by light have a big advantage that information can be 
indicated anywhere without special maintaining. However it is supposed that the surface 
to draw or project is plane with little unevenness and the environment should be under 
the right condition in which the reflected light is clearly visible. Accordingly those 
expressions will be useful in mobile robot which moves indoor on a floor at first. 
(6) Procedure to design and apply as interface 
We have proposed and examined four methods, but we don't have to determine the best 
one. Each method has special and clear features respectively – indicating states of 
operation (subjective interpretation and clear interpretation) and displaying operations 
continuously (line expression and field representation). And this research has clarified 
their advantages and disadvantages. We think the method suitable for each application 
will be selected and applied referencing these clarified features. First it is necessary to 
declare the scene and situation where the preliminary-announcement and indication 
function is used, the kind and its number of required information, the contents of prior 
information, etc. in the intended application. Secondly candidates are chosen from four 
methods, then the developed method and the improved equipment are examined. The 
environment where the method using display or projection equipment might be effective 
will be restricted at first, such as indoor applications with flooring where sunlight will be 
never gotten directly. 
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7. Conclusion 
This chapter presented the projection robot PMR-5 and the revised version PMR-5R in 
which projector projects a two-dimensional frame on a running surface which indicate the 
upcoming robot operation. 
Robots with preliminary-announcement function of its upcoming operation are not expected 
to pose problems in task accomplishment when moving along predefined routes or even if 
the route is decided on site, like robot cleaners, because the route is announced beforehand 
and the robot actually moves that way for some time. In manual operation in real time, 
however, as with automobiles, it will cause problems. The maneuverability in operator will 
become worse because the time-delay will be always inserted between the instruction and 
the execution. In that case we have to devise the method that the robot executes the 
instruction from operator in real time forecasting operator’s next operation from operational 
record and environmental condition (Akamatsu, 2003) and indicating the forecasted 
operation to surroundings. In addition, future work includes the study on dealing with the 
case that operator behaves contradictory to the forecasted operation and the case that robot 
does some autonomous operation suddenly to secure safety like stopping.  
We will continue to study to improve the affinity between human beings and mechatronic 
systems to establish a standard for mutual coexistence.  
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